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We’re helping people with disabilities

experience the joy of live events. 

For individuals with disabilities, the lights, the crowds, and the

noise of live events can often create sensory and logistical

barriers to attending. At Jonathan’s Landing, we believe

everyone should have the access and the support to

experience the wonderful thrill of live sporting and

entertainment events. 

Events With Jonathan™ leverages the generosity of businesses

and organizations who gift their corporate suites so that those

sensory and logistical barriers can be broken down enabling

individuals with disabilities and their families the opportunity to

enjoy an amazing experience. These suites are available to

organizations across Central Florida that serve both children

and adults with a range of physical and hidden disabilities

including Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, autism, physical and

visual impairments, and veterans with PTSD. 

We’re excited to launch the
Events With Jonathan™ 
2023 - 2024 calendar 
season in partnership 

with the Orlando Magic. 

We’ll have suites available 
at 25 NBA basketball events

at the Amway Center in
downtown Orlando this

season, with dates
forthcoming. 

If you are an organization 
that serves people with

disabilities or impairments,
please reach out to join us 

this season.

Amanda Glaeser 

(407) 490-2972
amanda@jonathanslanding.org
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Making it accessible, affordable, 

and easy for families. 
In order to make these events affordable and accessible, there

is no cost to the organizations, participants, or their families

aside from parking. To provide maximum support, sensory kits

are provided at every event in the suite for those requiring

additional support. Food and drinks are provided by

Jonathan’s Landing Foundation with special menus specifically

catered in partnership with Levy and the Orlando Magic to

address food sensitivities.

“The possibility
and promise of

what Events with
Jonathan can do

for so many in our
community to  
attend events
they couldn’t

access before is
immense.”

MICHELLE  DEVOS

Events With Jonathan™ was conceived by successful serial

entrepreneur, Jason Eichenholz after seeing how his son

Jonathan, a young adult with autism, responded so positively

to the excitement of a loud arena football game in the more

intimate microenvironment of a corporate suite. The larger

cushioned chairs, smaller crowds and quiet hallways—plus

easy access to restrooms, snacks and food with no lines—

made Jonathan comfortable enough to stay for an entire game.

Jason had frequently attended events in suites and noticed a

significant number of suites that were often “dark,” and

wondered whether there might be an opportunity to help more

people like his son while giving corporate partners an

opportunity to make more effective and philanthropic use of

their suites. Events With Jonathan was the answer, and a pilot

program serving 150 participants across 10 different

organizations was launched with the Orlando Magic during the

2022 season. Based on the demonstrated impact to

organizations and families, that 10-game pilot program is now

expanding into a 25-game partnership with the Orlando Magic

this season with Michelle DeVos joining the team to serve as

Chair of Events With Jonathan.


